This paper discusses a method for finding near-optimal build orientations for shape deposition manufacturing (SDM). SDM is a solid freeform fabrication process that allows the creation of complex shaped parts by the iterative application of numerically controlled material deposition and milling operations. The part build time in SDM process depends on the number of layers. And the number of layers depends on the build orientation. Therefore, finding build orientation is a crucial step in the process planning of SDM parts.
INTRODUCTION
Shape deposition manufacturing (SDM) is a solid freeform fabrication (SFF) process that allows the creation of complex shaped parts by the iterative application of numerically controlled material deposition and milling operations [5, 8, 14] . Parts are built up in layers of both part and sacrificial support materials. The basic concept of SDM is shown in Figure  1 . In the SDM process, parts are decomposed into a set of layers and compacts that can be built in a single step. The compacts are deposited as near-net shapes that are then accurately machined to net shapes before depositing additional material. Use of support material eliminates need for fixturing. SDM is capable of producing parts with multi-material, functionally-graded material or embedded pre-fabricated components.
Furthermore, SDM can handle very large layer thickness and parts can be decomposed into true three-dimensional layers.
In other SFF processes, parts need to be decomposed to meet layer thickness and surface finish requirements. In SDM process, parts (and support material) are decomposed primarily to eliminate accessibility problem in machining. Geometric conditions that require part decomposition are described in detail in Section 2. Figure 2 shows an example of an SDM operation sequence.
The part build time in SDM and other SFF processes strongly depends on the number of layers. And the number of layers depends on the build orientation. Figure 3 shows how different build orientations can lead to different numbers of compacts and layers in SDM process. Usually, finding a suitable build orientation is the first step in the process planning of solid freeform fabrication processes. A number of optimization techniques have been developed to find optimal or near optimal build orientation for SFF processes [1, 4, 12, 13] . Because of significant differences between SDM and other SFF processes, existing techniques for identifying build orientation do not work for SDM. 
(5) (6) (7) (8) Figure 3 . Effect of Build Direction on the Number of Compacts (P denotes part and S denotes support material
In this paper, we present an algorithm for finding a near-optimal build orientation for SDM. Rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 presents background material and basic definitions. Section 3 presents our technical approach in detail. Finally, Section 4 presents concluding remarks and direction for the future work.
BACKGROUND
Face and Edge Classification: As shown in Figure 4 , faces of the part are classified into three categories. Let us assume that V is the normal vector of the face and Z is the candidate orientation direction, then
As shown in Figure 5 , edges of the part are classified into four categories according to the categories of its two connected faces. If F1 and F2 are the two connected faces of edge E, then [2, 16] . Few basic definitions from spherical geometry area are described below (please refer to Figure 6 for graphical interpretation).
1.
A point p is a unit vector which is denoted by a tuple (x1, x2, x3). Whenever a compact does not satisfy any of the above three conditions, it needs to be decomposed. Each decomposition leads to extra layers. Below, we have reproduced definitions of silhouette edges and loops from Ramaswami et al. [10, 11] : 
TECHNICAL APPROACH
The build time of SDM process is mainly determined by the number of layers and compacts to be built. The number of layers and compacts depends on the build orientation for the SDM process. For other SFF processes, build direction also has a great impact on surface finish. In SDM process, every surface is machined. Therefore, we only need to consider the effect of build orientation on the build time.
Currently we only consider part decomposition because of Condition 1 (described in Section 2). In order to find the optimal build orientation direction, we need to define a cost function that estimates the goodness of a build orientation. We have chosen a cost function that closely relates to the build time. Our cost function is based on the estimates of the number of layers needed to build the part in a given orientation direction. In general, the build time depends upon the actual number and shapes of compacts. Therefore, our cost function is an approximation of the build time. Usually horizontal partitioning is considered better than inclined partitioning.
Therefore, each non-horizontal partition is considered more expensive than the horizontal partition. We reflect this in our cost function by taking weighted summation of layers, where non-horizontal layers are multiplied by a factor greater than one.
Due to accessibility problems in machining whenever we encounter a concave transition edge, we need to partition the part. Under certain special conditions, boundary edges can also act as transition edges. On the other hand, convex transition edges require partitioning of the support material. We connect various transition edges into planar loops and we base our estimates of number of layers on the number of transition loops. Nonhorizontal transition loops contribute more than the horizontal loops to the cost function.
The idea behind our algorithm to find a near-optimal build orientation is as follows. An edge in the part may be a transition edge or a non-transition edge based on the build direction. We currently take facetted part as input, the facetting accuracy can be adjusted by changing the precision of the facetting parameters. We consider a unit sphere that represents all possible orientation direction. The basic idea is to split the boundary of the unit sphere into three regions: (1) transition region where the edge is a transition edge; (2) boundary region, where the edge is a boundary edge; and (3) nontransition region, where the edge is a non-transition edge. In practice, we accomplish this by first characterizing the boundary of unit sphere for each face. Each planar face is an undercut face on one hemisphere and a nonundercut on the other hemisphere. These hemispherical regions are defined by the direction normal of various faces. Based on the classification of the connecting faces of an edge, various regions for the edge can be computed by performing simple boolean operations.
Let us consider the set of spherical polygons formed by taking the intersection of all great circles corresponding to various direction normals in the part. We can classify each edge as a transition or a non-transition edge within these spherical polygons. Once every edge has been classified within spherical polygons, we can form transition loops for each spherical polygon. The number of transition loops for a spherical polygon gives us an estimate of the number of required layers for a direction selected from that spherical polygon. There are only polynomial numbers of spherical polygons, so selecting build orientation can be simply accomplished by examining various polygons. Within a spherical polygon, we select a direction such that the maximum transition loops are horizontal. Main steps of our build orientation algorithm are described below:
Step 1. Generate spherical polygons for the facetted part.
Step 2. Classify various part edges on spherical polygons based on two faces forming the edge.
Step 3. Find the best build orientation for the part by finding best build orientations for various polygons. To find best orientation for various polygons, we do the following:
1. We connect all the transition edges into separate transition loops.
Each single transition edge is also treated as a transition loop and is stored in a transition loop list. 2. After forming all the transition loops, we compute the value of the cost function for all the polygon vertices and some inner points where the normal vector of the transition loops are within the polygon.
Generating Spherical Polygons:
We have taken a direct approach to intersect the spherical circles and form spherical polygons, our approach for generating spherical polygons consists of the following main steps:
Step 1. Collect face normal set F from the input facetted part. Each face normal F i should be unique in the set.
Step 2. Form a set of great circles C from the face normal set F.
Step 3. Intersect all the great circles in pair-wise manner. Save all the intersections as a list for each great circle c i .
Step 4. Sort the intersection list for each great circle c i . Sorting is done by first projecting all the intersections on a great circle onto the x-y plane, then comparing their relative angle with the X-axis.
Step 5. Form spherical polygons in the following manner. Start from an unaccessed edge. Try to form a polygon in a counterclockwise manner. Repeat until all the edges on the great circles are accessed twice which means no polygons are left. Figure 8 shows four great circles and a spherical polygon formed by taking intersection of these great circles.
Classifying Edges on Spherical Polygon: When all the spherical polygons are formed, we can proceed to classify various part edges on spherical polygons. The goal of this step is to record the attributes of all the edges with respect to each polygon, i.e., which edge is transition, nontransition or boundary edges on which spherical polygon.
We can uniquely classify various edges for spherical polygon because of the following reason. Spherical polygons are formed by taking intersection of all possible face normals in the part. Therefore, edge characteristics do not change within a spherical polygon (i.e, for all possible directions within this spherical polygon, edges will either be transition or non-transition). This allows us to treat all directions within a spherical polygon uniformly.
Finding Near-Optimal Build Orientation: Once we have generated spherical polygons from face normals, and classified various edges on spherical polygons, we proceed with determining build orientation. In general a part can be decomposed using non-planar sections. But, currently we only deal with planar transition loops, i.e., all the edges of a transition loop reside on the same plane.
Using our cost function, we can compute the cost of various candidate orientations. Therefore, by comparing cost of two candidate orientations, we can determine which one is better. We observe that, generally speaking, vertices on a spherical polygon are better candidates than the interior points of spherical polygon for minimizing the cost function. There are, however, exceptions to this observation: interior points along which transition loops are horizontal lead to horizontal partitioning and therefore reduced cost. By applying this criteria to various candidate points within a spherical polygon, we are able to find an optimal orientation for the polygon. So when we have done these comparisons for various spherical polygons, we can find an optimal orientation as per our cost function.
The main steps for finding an optimal build orientation for a given spherical polygon P are as follows:
Step 1. Find the transition edge sets E for the polygon P.
Step 2. Form transition loop set L from the transition edge set E.
Step 3. Form the set of candidate points C p by including all vertices of P and adding inner points along which a transition loops is horizontal.
Step 4. Compute costs for various candidate points and select the best orientation O b for set C p .
Implementation and Examples:
This algorithm has been implemented using C++ programming language. For geometric modeling and transformation we have used ACIS geometric kernel [3] . For basic data structures we have used LEDA (a Library of Efficient Data types and Algorithms from Max Planck Institute) [7] . For graphical interface we have used Open Inventor graphics library (available from Silicon Graphics, Inc) [15] . Figures 9 and 10 show two examples. For the first example, we identified two candidate build orientations. One is the same as the given part, the other is in the direction that has been generated by rotating the given part about Xaxis by -45 degree. For the second example, the build direction has been generated by rotating this part about Y-axis by -90 degree.
CONCLUSIONS

Summary:
In this paper, we have described an algorithm for finding near optimal build orientation for Shaped Deposition Manufacturing. The advantages of our algorithm compared with other algorithms for finding orientations are as follows. First, our algorithm is robust and complete. By robust we mean our algorithm is not sensitive to any initial values set by the users. Our algorithm does not need any pre-specified values to start as common in most other SFF orientation algorithms. By complete we mean our algorithm is able to search all the candidate orientations so that nearoptimal or optimal orientation can be found. Another feature of our algorithm is that it handles the build orientation problem in a divide-andconquer manner. We partition the unit sphere (representing all the candidate directions) into smaller spherical polygons, identify the best orientation within every spherical polygon, and assemble solutions from various polygons to find the final build orientation.
Current Limitations and Future Plans:
Our approach currently has the following limitations.
1. Only parts with planar surfaces are considered. 2. Part decomposition based on (1) self-intersections of the projected silhouette loop, and (2) cyclic ordering of the silhouette loops are not considered.
We are working towards relaxing these limitations. We are also developing heuristics for estimating upper bound and lower bound on the cost estimates for a given spherical polygon. This will allow us to develop branch and bound search techniques to quickly find the near-optimal orientation direction without having to examine all spherical polygons.
